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 Shab reignited interest in Simon's career, and in 2018 the film brought the Frenchman his first Bollywood Best Actor Award nomination. Shab is an original screenplay by The Stonerz-Francis Cabrel, Cédric Dumont and Rohan Sippy. The film was directed by Cédric Dumont. Background In 2009, Simon (of Les Stonerz) met Ashish (of The Stonerz) in India. Ashish was filming at a music video set
in South Asia and Simon was on the set of the film Avengers, which he co-wrote and co-produced. When Ashish returned to Paris, they became fast friends. They wanted to work together in a film, so they eventually sold their idea to Francis Cabrel, who lived in Paris. Cabrel was an old friend of Simon's, who was a singer in the famous band, Les Stonerz. Cabrel knew many of the people involved in

Indian music. Cabrel loved the idea and began developing it, getting feedback from his wife, who worked in the film industry. Cabrel approached Cédric Dumont, who had worked with him on the French version of Les Stonerz, and Cédric Dumont eventually became the director of the film. Rohan Sippy and Zakir Hussain were also involved in the project. During development, the film changed
dramatically in terms of concept, with the original idea of "two men who are lonely and want a relationship, but because of a legacy of a dead woman, they don't feel comfortable with each other" evolving into "a story about a relationship between a father and son that the son sees as the 'grandfather' of his life". The film was shot in Paris, Paris' suburbs and Rajasthan in India. The music in the film
was composed by Hitesh Sonik, who has worked on Aashiqui 2, Aashiqui 2, Rockstar, Rockstar 2, Rockstar 3 and Rockstar 2, and has also worked on Bollywood films, such as, Tevar, Om Shanti Om, City Range, Oye Lucky! Lucky Oye!, Tamanna, and Shapit. Cast Ashish Bisht as George Raveena Tandon as Herself (Voice) Simon Frenay as himself (Voice) Zakir Hussain as himself Promotion In

June 2017, the first official 82157476af
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